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As one of the highest-rated Master Thatchers in the UK, our team of expert roof thatchers 
are trusted up and down the country to deliver a high-quality service in an efficient 
manner. We work with a range of different thatch materials including, combed straw, 
long straw and reed, which means whatever your thatched roof is made of, we can repair, 
re-thatch and re-ridge your thatched roof.
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Simply Thatch is one of the UK’s leading Master Thatchers, trusted by hundreds of property 
owners up and down the length and breadth of the United Kingdom. With over two decades of 
experience within the team we’re equipped to handle every sort of thatching job you can imagine.

INTRODUCING SIMPLY THATCH

OUR PORTFOLIO
Our portfolio of thatching jobs includes highly specialist listed 
properties as well as thatched new builds. Whatever our customers’ 
needs, we provide a first-class service and completed thatched 
roofs that typically last a minimum of 20 years. Visit our our website’s 
Portfolio page to see more of the work that we’ve completed in the 
past.
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We’re masters at what we do and take great pride in our work, we’re so happy to show off 
the completed projects we’ve done over recent years that we couldn’t fit them all onto one 
page. Here are just a few more examples of the quality of work we produce, find even more 
at www.simplythatch.co.uk. 
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Meet our Senior Team and Principal Inspectors. Our Inspectors have decades of 
experience between them and vast experience having worked for years thatching roofs all 
over the UK. They are regularly attending domestic and commercial properties providing 
their expert opinions.

ROBERT MCKIE
PRINCIPAL THATCH INSPECTOR & CO-FOUNDER

Robert McKie is one of our Principal Inspectors and also a Co-Founder of Thatch Inspectors. Robert has 
the prestigious accolade of Master Thatcher and has many years of Thatching experience as a Thatcher 
himself, working on some of the UKs most impressive Thatched properties.

JULIA LAIDLAW
OPERATIONS MANAGER

Julia Laidlaw, runs the organisation behind the scenes and we are very fortunate to have such a ‘organiser’ 
and management asset. All our scheduling, on-site deployments, materials & tool inventories, bookings and 
customer queries are managed via Julia’s team great customer focus and precision. 

OUR SENIOR TEAM

WILLIAM MCKIE
PRINCIPAL THATCH INSPECTOR & CO-FOUNDER

William McKie is one of the Co-Founders of Thatch Inspector and is also one of our Principal Inspectors and 
has over a decade of experience as a hands on Thatcher himself. William specialises in Prestige Domestic 
Properties and Commercial Property Groups, including some Breweries and Hotel Groups.
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CAMBRIDGE OFFICES
SIMPLY THATCH LTD CAMBRIDGE

63 Highstreet | Warboys | Huntingdon | PE28 2TA

Tel: 0122 386 7790

OXFORD OFFICES
SIMPLY THATCH OXFORD

1-3 Kings Meadow | Osney Mead | Oxford | OX2 0DP

Tel: 01865 238477

MAIDSTONE OFFICES
SIMPLY THATCH MAIDSTONE

19 – 21 Albion Place | Maidstone | Kent | ME14 5EG

Tel: 01622 962499

SOUTHAMPTON OFFICES
SIMPLY THATCH SOUTHAMPTON

11 Malwood Gardens | Totton | Southampton | SO40 8BX

If you’d like to speak to us about taking a look at your thatched roof, then please give us 
a call at 0330 633 0135 and we’ll be happy to discuss your project in-depth and arrange a 
time to send a member of our team over to provide a quote, alternatively send us an email 
info@simplythatch.co.uk
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